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Handling the Resource Constraints of Everyday and Special Payroll Tasks
Even in large or mid-sized organizations, the Payroll department is often small —with some companies
having only one or two people to handle the entire payroll function. With such limited resources, payroll is
susceptible to many problems that other departments would never have to think about. But even small
changes can affect payroll, and mistakes happen that can affect the entire company. In this paper, we will
discuss how payroll resources and processes can affect your company, and how to manage the
challenges that can keep payroll resources from being efficient, accurate, and in compliance.
When Payroll Doesn’t Have a Backup Plan
A lot of payroll personnel have long tenure with their companies. They have been doing what they do for
so long that it’s all in their heads. The trouble with this approach is that it often results in poorly
documented or undocumented processes. When payroll is running smoothly, things get done, pay comes
on time without errors, and it seems like there is nothing to fix because nothing seems broken.
But what happens if your payroll person retires, or has a sudden life change or illness causing an
unscheduled leave of absence for a prolonged period?
Change happens—it is inevitable in life and in staffing. But when the unexpected happens in a small
payroll department—even if only temporary—there will be a ripple effect. If payroll processes exist only in
the payroll person’s mind, the “ripple” can be quite large. If your company does not have a plan in place to
deal with a significant payroll absence, then it’s time to start working on one now.
When a sudden change happens in payroll, it may not take long for everything that has gone so smoothly
for many years to become catastrophic. During these times, getting your employees paid correctly and on
time will often become problematic, if not impossible.
As a temporary solution to this problem, sometimes companies move someone from another department
to fill in, reach out to a third party for help, or contact their vendor to do a one-time generic payroll run.
The trouble with these options is that they are temporary band-aids and can cause more issues later.
Each pay period calls for employee changes, unique payments, and detailed review. There is no such
thing as a regular payroll. Even doing a generic payroll run in a pinch will usually require cleanup
afterward, thus extending the time it takes to do what would otherwise be simple if you already had a
backup plan.
Ultimately, the payroll person is responsible for the accuracy of payroll. It’s more than just getting
paychecks out the door. Cleaning up after using a generic payroll run as a band-aid can become a
nightmare involving adjusting deductions, overall pay, taxes, and more.
Any payroll errors, especially those that take time to sort out and run through multiple pay cycles, can
also create general mistrust among the entire workforce. Naturally, employees begin to question future
paychecks. Earning employee trust again after a prolonged correction can take time and may result in
fielding more paycheck inquiries than normal. The result can be overwhelming to already burdened
temporary payroll resources.
It may seem like there’s a very simple solution to this: hire a new payroll person. However, it can take an
average of two to three months to recruit, hire, and bring a new payroll person up to speed, especially
when there’s no backup documentation to use for training. In the meantime, payroll must go on.
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Hiring Challenges
Recruiting isn’t easy, but finding experienced payroll resources can be even more challenging. The
payroll skill set is unique and often highly specialized. Each company’s needs are dependent on
company-specific complexities such as the software they use, number of operating states, unions, pay
frequency, turnover, etc.
These positions truly require a balance of skills. The ideal candidate must be well-versed in the details of
legal and compliance issues, be payroll-certified by the American Payroll Association, and have
experience with your technology and system. On the other end of the spectrum, they must also have
customer service “people” skills to ease communication throughout the company. It is this combination of
skills required that makes it a challenge to find the right person for the job.
Between legislative requirements, compliance issues, “people skills,” and technology knowledge, it is an
array of widely varying skills for one person to possess. You may find it best to choose someone with a
strong skillset in one area and train them to match the rest of your company’s needs. Consider building a
“bench” of potential internal and external candidates or partner with a qualified third party to fill the gap
and allow yourself time to find just the right person.
Special Project Constraints
Special projects, such as new system implementation, an acquisition, downsizing, or anything else that
must be done in addition to normal day-to-day payroll processes, can easily turn a standard 40-hour work
week into one that is 50–60 hours. Understandably, 2 this becomes incredibly challenging for payroll and
can cause them to lose motivation and morale. It can also set up a risky situation where errors happen, or
employees get burned out and leave abruptly.
Staffing in the payroll world is typically “just enough to get by.” Because of payroll’s constant deadlines
and cyclical nature, additional special projects can quickly and easily overwhelm the department
(especially when staffed by only one or two people).
Some projects can be put off to a better time of the month or year when payroll expects to have more
bandwidth. But there are other times when they can’t.
Even if special projects are welcomed because it will result in streamlining work, (particularly true when
new technology is being implemented) the stresses put on payroll resources to complete them can be
more than they can handle. Whether it’s a skillset issue, bandwidth issue, or both, it may be impossible to
step up to or take on the extra work burden.
Everyday Risks of Limited Payroll Resources
If payroll is overwhelmed, then things get missed and, ultimately, the whole organization suffers. If there
are paycheck issues, morale goes down. The employee base often develops mistrust, maybe in their
manager, maybe in HR or payroll, and that feeling can have a ripple effect to the point where even
customer service suffers because of it. Payroll touches everybody in the organization, so the trickle-down
effect of errors and problems in payroll is inevitable. At the very least, it is an unnecessary distraction.
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Deadlines
For payroll, deadlines include not only the payroll itself, but also all the outbound files that need to go to
either tax filing, garnishment administration, vendor files for benefits, posting the 401(k), and more.
Legal Issues
Your organization is responsible for payroll accuracy, including timely filing and money movement. Any
glitch or missed deadline could sound an alarm which triggers an audit or at least additional scrutiny.
Benefits Issues
Benefits issues are a risk as well. This is especially true during open enrollment or when a new hire or
other employee makes an election change. The payroll transaction feeds to the benefit carriers, which, in
turn, initiates employee coverage. Missteps may cause employee issues if they need to use their
coverage.
Penalties and Interest If there are errors and problems in payroll, there will be a price to pay which, at
minimum, includes penalties and interest, which will depend on the infraction and the amount of time that
has passed since it occurred. A missed 401(k) deduction or 3 company match that is not corrected may
result in the company paying these amounts (plus earnings) into the employee’s plan on their behalf.
Peace of Mind
The first step to protect your company from these potentially far-reaching and costly risks is creating a
backup plan. Prepare to keep all your normal processes flowing even if your payroll team suddenly leaves
tomorrow. Begin by creating documentation of every step of your payroll processes. Checklists will help
you to handle procedures that include multiple steps for proper execution. Then invite someone from
outside of payroll, or within the department who has other primary duties, to go through the steps and
directions to see if they can execute a timely and accurate payroll run.
It is worth the ongoing investment of time to create a prevention plan and keep your documentation up to
date. Make it a part of your plan to review and update checklists and preparatory documents at least
quarterly for accuracy.
Whatever the size of your payroll team, training somebody else in your organization is imperative as a
backup plan. If there are multiple members on the team, cross-training is another option. Your new
documentation is the best training tool.
To address times of change and special project issues, a third-party partner is often the most effective
solution. They can step in and take over additional tasks that would otherwise overburden your payroll
department, and they come to the table with extensive HR/Payroll experience. The additional positive
aspect of a third party’s help is that they can often refine your processes or identify errors that your
internal team had not noticed.
A prime example of an optimal time to use a third-party partner is during implementation or special
projects. You can hire a third-party partner to work on the implementation tasks such as testing and
validation, or to take care of everyday payroll operations while your company places all focus on the new
system or process and the training required to run it successfully.
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You can’t miss payroll. Employees must be paid correctly every pay period, every time. However,
unexpected things happen all the time. Just because a payroll person has been with your company for
many years doesn’t mean they’ll be there forever. Planning ahead for any eventuality is your safeguard
against any of these problems.
Things are rarely straightforward when it comes to business process concerns that carry so much risk.
But in this case, all it takes is some effective and consistently updated documentation, and a partnership
with a third-party consulting firm like Wise Consulting to assess your operation and be there to expertly fill
in the gaps.
How Wise Consulting Can Help
Wise’s expert consultants have nearly 20 years of experience stepping in and helping companies handle
HR/payroll special circumstances. They know what brought other clients successes and failures, and can
offer those best practices to your HR/ payroll department as you plan for the future and work through your
current special projects. Wise Consulting has the amount of experience necessary to handle anything
your payroll department needs, from a lost employee to a special project or implementation. As your
consulting partner, they can take the time to understand your needs so you can easily handle times when
things aren’t quite the norm.

Wise Consulting Associates is a 100% employee-owned, independent
Human Capital Management consulting firm that provides system and
operations expertise in HRIS, WFM, and Payroll Management technology
and compliance.
www.WiseConsulting.com
54 Scott Adam Road, Suite 206
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
800-654-4550
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